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The Ultimate Guide To Choosing a Medical SpecialtyMcGraw-Hill, 2003
ATTENTION MEDICAL STUDENTS:  


DON’T CHOOSE YOUR SPECIALTY WITHOUT READING THIS BOOK!  

  Finally! Someone who conquered the obstacle course himself writes the essential book to help you answer the most urgent question of your career — what specialty? Brian Freeman knows the...
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Oculoplastic SurgeryThieme Medical Publishers, 2019

	
		The definitive resource on reconstructive and aesthetic oculofacial surgery

	
		Oculoplastic Surgery, Third Edition, by Brian Leatherbarrow, reflects more than 25 years of experience and multidisciplinary collaboration in treating patients with a wide spectrum of oculoplastic, orbital,...
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Coding for Penetration Testers: Building Better ToolsSyngress Publishing, 2011

	My Dear Reader,

	

	This wretched war, the gravest threat humankind has ever faced, is not going well at all.We have suffered major setbacks, as our ruthless adversary has conquered vast territories, leaving little ground controlled by our ragtag band of rebels. Our few surviving generals blame the lack of skills in our fighting...
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Class in Education: Knowledge, pedagogy, and subjectivityRoutledge, 2009
In contemporary pedagogy, "class" has become one nomadic sign among others: it has no referent but only contingent allusions to similarly traveling signs. Class, that is, no longer explains social conflicts and antagonisms rooted in social divisions of labor, but instead portrays a cultural carnival of lifestyles, consumptions, tastes,...
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CURRENT Medical Diagnosis and Treatment 2017 (Lange)McGraw-Hill, 2016

	This #1 annual internal medicine and clinical practice guide turns the latest research into improved patient outcomes – now fully updated and revised.
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The CERT Guide to Insider Threats: How to Prevent, Detect, and Respond to Information Technology CrimesAddison Wesley, 2012

	Since 2001, the CERT® Insider Threat Center at Carnegie Mellon University’s Software Engineering Institute (SEI) has collected and analyzed information about more than seven hundred insider cyber crimes, ranging from national security espionage to theft of trade secrets.   The CERT® Guide to Insider...
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Neurological and Psychiatric Disorders (Current Clinical Neurology)Humana Press, 2005

	A comprehensive, systematic, and advanced review of the scientific, preclinical, and clinical aspects of several major mental illnesses. The illnesses covered range from neurological disorders including Alzheimer's disease, Huntington's disease, and Parkinson's disease, to psychiatric disorders including schizophrenia, autism...
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Seeing the Big Picture: Business Acumen to Build Your Credibility, Career, and CompanyGreenleaf Book, 2012

	An MBA in 180 pages, Seeing the Big Picture simplifies the complexities of businesses large and small and shows you how a deep understanding of your company can help build the credibility and career you want. And it can make your work more fulfilling and purpose-driven by highlighting how you influence the success of your team,...
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Cat Owner's Home Veterinary Handbook, Fully Revised and UpdatedHowell Book House, 2007

	The classic bestseller--expanded and updated


	For years, many veterinary treatments for cats were based on research conducted with dogs because it was wrongly assumed that cats were very similar. Recently, there have been giant strides in feline veterinary research. This classic reference is fully updated and revised to...
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Ship it! A Practical Guide to Successful Software ProjectsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2005
Ship It! is a collection of tips that show the tools and    techniques a successful project team has to use, and how to use them    well. You'll get quick, easy-to-follow advice on modern    practices: which to use, and when they should be applied.  This book    avoids current fashion trends and marketing hype; instead, readers    find...
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MacBook For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Got a new MacBook, MacBook Air, or MacBook Pro? Want the scoop on Mac laptop basics, using Mac OS X Leopard, networking a laptop, or connecting your laptop to wireless devices? There’s no better place to find what you need than MacBook For Dummies, 2nd Edition!
    With your Mac laptop, you can take your movies, music,...
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